
Semester 1 Practice Final 6 

Ke Chapter 3 

1. Many teachers believe that getting more sleep could help their students score higher on final 

exams. When studying these variables, which of the following is true? 
SICEP AS A EFFET 

SCLE 1. The explanatory variable is sleep, and the response variable is finals grade. 

I1. The teachers expect to see a moderately strong to strong positive correlation. K 

Il. If the correlation of the data gathered is 1, the teachers can assume that sleeping more 

will raisc a student's final grade. To ConLATON 
a. I onlyY 

b. Il only 

c. Ill only 

d. I and ll only. 

. I1, and 11. 

2. The least squares regression line of data describing the relationship between age (x) and 

number of driving accidents (y) is y = 4.7 0.17x. Which of the following statements is 

incoTect? 

Typically, the incidence of driving accidents decreases with age. vEGnT ve SL)rC 

b The equation can be used to accurately predict driving accidents for any age. nu 

The predicted number of driving accidents for a 16 year old is 1.98 
un nCitENTS woul 

Y4.7 -.17(16) .18 BE NLATIV 
Driving accidents, on average, decrease by 0.17 for every year older a driver gets. 

-.17 PEN R 
Timmy Tim is 18 years old and has been in two accidents thËs year. He is above average 

for his age group. ES, HC Gx?LT To MaVe ,4 
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Semester 1 Practice Final 7 

.An AP statistics student set out to study the relationship between a movie's budget and box 

otfice success. The scatterplot below shows her findings (with budget in millions of dollars). 
T.2E8 
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a. Briefly describe the association of the scatterplot. 

ALTHouG 
7 CTS wALEN AS A fil M uo(Er RSa, 

b. The least squares regression line is: y=10936900+389535x. Analyze this in the 

context of the study. STAniiN AT no oFFt� Guss oF 1 mluen, 
witINLANE TH oU1E 

Poy oFFIE 6l SS KELEI"S M 389, 53ss 

c.Calculate and interpret the residual for The Hunger Games, Mockingjay: Part 2, which 
had a budget of $160 million dollars, and made $102,665,981 in the box office its opening HS MoV1 

weekend. PncaICfED ValuE -9 Y: l0936,900 +381535(6o) THE EX P&TASo 
y73,2(1,svo 

Kes touAL - AcfUAL (MCaS uRED) VALUC PME0Icre) VaCu VEes DunC VAUUE 

J02,651e 73, 261,500 1,403,93)7 

ACTUAL VnLue Y : l02,(65,981 ResAunt VALIL 

d. The r of the data is 0.2933. Can the least squares regression line be relied upon to 

make accurate predictions? No.. L7 IS sSEMTALLY olY 29. AccUnA TE 
TH r UntuE Of .2433 ACCouNTS n oy 2P.3 of THE 

VaUAWC 

2. Explain why a high correlation does not imply causation. 

ntuNT IN TLLU US TMA 2 VALAIC Move ToLTHEN 

BT Dyes NT MA THaT ON VAEARE (AusG 
7hE UTHE VAnnOL T MoUE I AT DILEGfi 
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